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Teaching and Curriculum Status Sheet 
Background:  For all the thought and design that has gone into the creation of Judo itself, much less has 

been dedicated to Judo instruction. Early instructors often used “throw them until they understand 

what happened” methods. As Judo became more sport focused, Western physical education and 

training methods were applied to Judo instruction. Today there is very little consistency between 

organizations about what is taught and how it is taught. The experience of visiting different clubs can be 

an eye opener. 

Whether by design, habit, or accident, every Judo school has a curriculum and approach and teaching 

methods. Instructors are often formed by the particular string of places at which and teachers with 

which they have trained. 

The national organizations have done relatively little to address these inconsistencies. National level 

efforts have either been cursory or attempted to do too much with too little resources. Of all the 

national level organizations, the United States Judo Association (USJA) has done the most to establish 

instructional and curriculum standards. The USJF Teacher training is an improvement over previous 

efforts but still leaves a great deal to be desired. 

DC Judo has adopted the nominal Kodokan curriculum of teaching nage waza according to the Gokyo no 

Waza or 40 basic Judo throws in 5 sets of 8. We have applied an open lesson planning method with a 

general class goal adapted to who attends a particular class and what their needs of the moment are. 

While this adaptive approach works well with adults, it is not clear that it is as effective for children. 

Some schools require incoming students to attend a foundational series of classes before being able to 

join the regular class. We attempt to remove as many obstacles to entry into Judo as possible and 

accepts new students at any time. We do not require fixed attendance. This flexibility may smooth entry 

into Judo, but it can create gaps in a student’s knowledge of basics and early fundamentals. 

The configuration of our classes and our instructors places acute demands on a small number of people. 

To create greater flexibility for instructors and greater consistency for students, we may need to 

restructure how we present lessons – especially beginner lessons – and how we develop instructors. 

Strengths: 

DC Judo’s current instructors have the advantage of coming from diverse Judo background spanning 

decades and including different national background. That breadth of experience has been useful 

adapting to many different styles and capacities among Judo students. 

We have a strong performance record of preparing students for rank promotions with generally above 

average scores compared to the rest of the yudanshakai. We have a good record of shiai competitors 

and kata competitors. Generally our instruction is effective and useful. 

Weaknesses: 

We do not have clearly defined and well documented expectations for beginner classes. While we do 

have a set of common classes we present to beginners, these are not documented and require 

instructors to learn them informally. It would be difficult for us to on-board a new instructor and have 

him perform these lessons reliably. 
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Flexibility regarding attendance and programming means that we often created undocumented, un-

tracked gaps in student learning. It is possible for example to never learn Tsurikomi-goshi if one 

consistenly (and accidentally) missed classes where it was taught. We need a way to track and identify 

these gaps. 

Our kids program is not as well developed in terms of curriculum as the adults program. The rank 

requirements for junior ranks are so low that even simply teaching to the rank standards is inadequate. 

The kids curriculum requires an investment of time and energy to make it more effective. 

Opportunities: 

Extensive experience with hundreds of new students has created a knowledge asset about how new 

students learn and what is effective for them. We can leverage this knowledge in the creation of a 

better documented curriculum. 

We now have enough experience with kids to form a baseline curriculum. That curriculum would need 

consistent revision as the program grows. 

Next spring, the majority of regular participants at practice will be brown belts. We have a possible 

cadre of teacher-trainees who are ready to engage in a more structured and organized teacher 

development program. 

Threats: 

Our single greatest threat is over-allocation of limited key resources. Failure to appropriately free up the 

right resources to develop and document curriculum and methods will stymie any efforts to grow or 

improve in this direction. 


